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SHEAR WALL CLAMP
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 It is necessary to have effective tools to 
do good job.

Square Circle Formwork,  forming concrete 
easily
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Advantage

  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Simple tools, less spare parts、Quick in work（ Speed 3 
times than traditional tube）

Custom made according to Drawing，Versatile in vary project

High Strength ,Thus, less clamp, less tie rod.

Standard products design，High-precision machining，
rarely deform，durable，High Repetition。

High Accuracy（No deform on vertical and Horizontal, 
Assure the In-Outside corner）

  Shear Wall  
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* Wall thickness range100-1000mm
* If thickness > 1000mm can be special made

Frame-Structure、Frame-shear-
Structure、Brick-concrete、Tube 
structure、Shear wall、Over-size 
beam etc.

Wall finish size tolerance 
within 6mm both in 
Vertical and Liner 
direction

                     Field of Application 



市场部Components specification
1、Double bar
Feature：consist of 2 bar wleding together with spacer,bar width 80mm，
thickness 3.3mm   
Application：replace the steel  pipe in double  ,to provide horizontal 
support
Benefit：enlarge the contact area between clamp and stud  ，to contest 
the deform ，uniform size，easy to joint, improve efficiency ,
Size：500mm  700mm  1000mm  1300mm  1500mm  1800mm  2000mm  
2300mm 2600mm or other custom size。
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Components specification

Instruction :  set the shear wall form and back support, lay the tie rod,then 
fix the double bar onto the tie rod, levelly.fasten with washer and nuts, 
adjusting the verticality and flatness .
 。
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2、Single Bar

Feature： it's a single steel bar, width  80mm，thickness 5mm ,I steel。

Application：replace the steel  pipe in double  ,to provide horizontal 
support,in the end of wall。

Benefit：enlarge the contact area between clamp and stud  ，to contest 
the deform ，uniform size，easy to joint, improve efficiency ,。

size：900mm  1300mm  
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Instruction :  set the shear wall form and back support, lay the tie rod,then 
fix the double bar onto the tie rod, levelly. In the end of wall, fix the single 
bar with wedge pin.
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3、 CONER  BAR
Feature：2 double bar + 1single bar welding together, width 80mm, 
thickness 3.3mm.
 
Application：Replacereplace the steel  pipe in double ， to provide 
horizontal support,in the outside/inside corner of wall。

Benefit：enlarge the contact area between clamp and stud  ，to contest 
the deform ，uniform size，easy to joint, improve efficiency 。

size：900mm 1200 or custom size。

components specification
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Instruction
 set the shear wall form and back support, lay the tie rod,then fix the 
double bar onto the tie rod, levelly. In the corner of wall, fix the right 
corner bar with wedge pin



市场部产 品 分 解

4、U bar

Feature：U shape bar, width80mm，thickness33mm steel 。

Application：on Shaft  wall,  C wal ，Adjust the length in the tail of wall.
Benefit：easy to install and uninstall the double bar.
           ，uniform size，easy to joint, improve efficiency 。

Size：505mm  



市场部产 品 分 解

 Instruction: set the shear wall form and back support, lay the tie rod,then 
fix the U bar onto the tie rod, levelly, fix the U bar with wedge pin .
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How to install the clamp ?

1. Material preparation: According to the design drawings, List all clamp required for each wall and transport 
them to nearby areas.

2. Bounce line: According to the control axis measured and released by the project department, the plane 
control line and the wall edge line will pop up.

3. Welding positioning bar: Check the binding of the rebar to correct the rebar with a large displacement from 
the axis. Add a positioning bar every 1m or so. The positioning bar uses a Ф12 steel head. The length of the 
positioning bar is the shear wall-2mm Brush anti-rust paint on both ends. Add two rows of positioning ribs at 
the inside corner.

4. Assemble one side formwork: Assemble according to the design distance, position and quantity of squared 
timber in the  drawings. The spacing and quantity of bolt holes shall be constructed according to the design 
requirements. After completion, stand pole or squared timber shall be used for slanting roof to prevent 
overturning.

5. Place the   tie rod and  sleeve: According to the holes drilled in the wall formwork, insert the tie rod and 
sleeve
6. Assemble the formwork on the other side: the spacing and number of bolt holes are constructed according 
to the design requirements, and the spacing, position and number are arranged according to the design 
drawings.



市场部Construction method

（1）、L wall reinforcement
 procedure as follows：
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construction method

1.1. According to the reinforced wall layout of the shear wall,list the clamp required for the shear 
wall  and transport it to the nearby area.

1.2. First install No. 5 and No. 6,fasten the clamp with pins , and hammer .

1.3. Next install No. 3 and No. 4, fasten the clamp with pins, and hammer.

1.4 Then insert No. 7 into No. 6, insert No. 2 into No. 3, and insert pins at  connection.

1.5. Finally, install No. 1 single bar (900) at the end of the wall, and then insert the pins.

1.6. After checking the size of each steel bar model, make sure each steel bar close to the 
squared timber and reinforce it from the bottom up. During this process, please check the 
verticality and flatness of the formwork. After meeting the requirements, tighten the nut and 
finally fix the wall end. Finally tightened the double bar with pins
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Construction method

（2）、T - Wall reinforcement 
procedure as follows：
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construction method

1.1. According to the reinforcement wall layout of the shear wall, determine the clamp and 
accessories required for the shear wall   and transport it to the nearby area

1.2. First install No. 4, insert No. 5 into No. 4, and fasten the clamp with pins , and hammer .

1.3. Next install No. 3, insert No. 2 into No. 3, and fasten the clamp with pins , and hammer .
1.4. Then install number 6.

1.5. Finally install No. 1 single bar (900) at the end of the wall and insert the pins.

1.6. After checking the size of each bar, make sure each bar close to the squared timber keel, and 
reinforce it upwards from   the bottom up . During the process, check the verticality and flatness 
of the formwork. After meeting the requirements, tighten the nut and finally fix the wall end 
single bar, pins reinforcement was finally tightened.
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Construction Method
（3）、U shape wall reinforcement
procedure are as follows：
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Acceptance, dismantle and storage

1. Inspection and acceptance: After the installation and reinforcement are completed, the clamp joints ,pins 
and screw bolts are inspected . Make sure that each inspections is not omitted. According to the wall edge line 
and the control line, retest with tools such as plumb line and wire drop, adjust the flatness and 
verticality  ,deviation position, and ensure that the deviation within the standard.
2. Pouring concrete: When pouring concrete, strictly follow the concrete pouring technology standard and 
carry out floor pouring without excessive vibration or repeat vibration to prevent the occurrence of quality 
problems such as exlode or deform.
3. Formwork dismantle:
3.1. Distmantle only after get the  remove-notice. Dismantle the wall formwork and beam side formwork  ,only 
after the concrete strength can ensure that the surface and the corrugated corner are not damaged by the 
removal of the formwork.  
3.2. The sequence and method of dismantling the formwork should follow the principle of setting first, 
dismantling first, and then non-bearing parts before bearing parts. clamp removal is carried out from top to 
bottom, then the squared timber is removed, and finally the formwork is removed.
3.3. Remove clamp, from top to bottom, remove the nuts first, and then remove the   shear wall clamp. 
Throwing from high place is prohibited to prevent damage and safety accidents.
4. Cleaning and storage: The removed formwork should be cleaned in time .  Do not use of sharp tools to 
clean the damaged formwork. The removed clamp should be  lay seperately according to different 
size,prevent confusion. Ready for further usage.
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市场部concrete finish
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市场部Comparision analysis 

ITEM Square Circle Formwork square steel（Channel） round pipe conclusion

Raw material
STEEL Q345B，8# STEEL Q235B STEEL Q235B，tube Our material strength of 

Q345 is 100Mpa more 
than Q235

components
Double bar, Single bar, Corner 

bar、U bar, Pins 
corner parts,joint parts 

calibrate parts、fix 
parts、adjust parts

tube、corner parts、 rotate 
parts,joint 、 

Versatile、simple、stable,

installation effect

 big contact area between 
clamp and square timber，工

sophicated proceduce，
superb quality。

 big contact area 
between clamp and 

square timber，due to 
material strength,   

maybe deform after 
reusage. 

pipe maybe penetrate into 
squared timber，due to 

material strength, deform 
maybe occur , wall shape 

not assured 。

 Big contact area, high 
strength, make sure no 
deform.

efficiency

uniform size，easy 
understand and easy handle，

save time。

uniform size，spare 
parts is 

complicated,easy 
handle, save time。

too many size of pipe，
require big quantity，

difficult to handle，low 
speed

uniform size, less spare 
parts, easy handle， 

savet time

Step of tie-rod step 600-800mm step 500-600mm step 400-500mm Less tie rod with new 
clamp

formwork layout 
procedure according to Drawing Self-arrangement on 

site by labor
Self-arrangement on site by 

labor

according to Drawing
can make use of 

clamp,fully, reduce waste
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Quality requirements

1 All kinds of connectors, supports and reinforcements must be installed 
firmly without looseness, the formwork should be tightly jointed, the location 
of various pre-treatment parts and reserved holes should be accurate, and 
the fixing should be firm.

2 After assembling the formwork for self-inspection, report it to a full-time 
quality inspector for inspection. After passing the inspection, the next 
process can be carried out and then hand-over to next procedure .
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Quality common disease prevention 
measures4.1, formwork support deviation

After demoulding, the actual position of the concrete wall was found to be offset from the axis of the building.
Precaution:

4.1.1 After the axis of the formwork is placed, a special person must perform a technical review.

4.1.2 Limitation measures must be set at the root and top of the wall formwork, such as the use of welded steel 
parts to ensure the accuracy of the bottom and top positions.

4.1.3 When supporting the formwork, the horizontal and vertical lines should be pulled, and the vertical total 
verticality control line should be set to ensure the accurate horizontal and vertical position of the formwork.

4.1.4 According to the characteristics of the concrete structure, the formwork at specific locations is specially 
reinforced to ensure that the formwork and its support have sufficient strength, rigidity and stability.

4.1.5 Before concrete pouring, carefully check and review the formwork axis, bracket, jacking and bolts, and deal 
with any problems found in time.

4.1.6 When pouring concrete, the material should be cut evenly and symmetrically, and the pouring height should 
be controlled within the allowable range of the construction code.。
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Quality common disease prevention 
measures

After deformation and demoulding, it was found that the concrete wall beams had bulging, necking or warping.

4.2. Preventive measures:

4.2.1. When designing the formwork and support system, its own weight, construction load and lateral pressure 
during concrete pouring and the load generated during vibration should be considered to ensure that the formwork 
and support have sufficient bearing capacity and rigidity.

4.2.2. Before processing the wall formwork, ensure that the quality of the square wood and formwork meet the 
requirements, and prevent unqualified products from being used in the project.

4.2.3. The spacing and specifications of tension bolts should be set according to the design requirements.

4.2.4. If clamps are used for beam formwork, the spacing should be specified and the formwork should be clamped, 
whose width is slightly smaller than the cross-sectional dimension. When pouring concrete walls, the material 
should be cut evenly and symmetrically, and the pouring height should be controlled, especially on both sides of 
the door and window opening formwork, not only to ensure that the concrete is vibrated densely, but also to 
prevent excessive vibration caused by the formwork deformation.

4.2.6. The upper part of beam and wall formwork must have temporary support to ensure the width of beam and 
wall opening when pouring concrete.
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project case

Luoyang Jianye Longcheng Project:
conctractor :Luoyang Heyang Construction projects Ltd.
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Project case

Project Name: Central Cicle City
Contractor: Zhejiang New Dongyang construction group



市场部Served Clients :2019, we serve 596 clients, include CSCEC, 
CREG,Wanda,Shelton Hotel,  
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合 作 客 户
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山东方圆建筑材料有限公司
市场部  2019年三月
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